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Why?
World population, billions
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Figure: Seppo Leinonen, www.seppo.net



Figure: William Rees & Mathis Wackernagel (1996) Urban Ecological footprints: 

Why cities cannot be sustainable – and why they are a key to sustainability



Sustainable human settlements

• One of today’s hot questions is 

”How should we arrange our societies and the built
environment to minimize the environmental loads?”

• Currently planning / urban development mostly 
follows the idea of higher density being the policy 
guideline to follow

• However, so far the result has been just an illusion 
of low-carbon cities





Hinterlands

City

Consumption of imported 
goods: little direct emissions, 

but high population
=

low territorial footprints

Production for export: a lot 
of direct emissions, low 

population
= 

high territorial footprints

”The low-carbon illusion of 
cities”

Consumer responsibility
vs. producer

responsibility



Considering the density principle

• Type of housing inevitably affects the consumption 
patterns of the residents

• The surrounding urban structure affects the 
consumption patterns

• All the consumption activities cause GHG emissions 
somewhere

• Also, remember not to make low-carbon a synonym
to environmentally friendly or sustainable!
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(Heinonen and Junnila 2011)

”The low-carbon illusion of cities”
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In Helsinki this is basically
the outsourced share!

”The low-carbon illusion of cities”



Heinonen et al. (2013a), Environmental Research Letters

One planet boundary

Global fair share



2 degree target over time





The issue very poorly understood, but destroying most 
mitigation schemes, is called the rebound effect



Driving has high GHG reduction

potential – but is also expensive



…thus having a high rebound potential

as well

Ottelin et al., 2017



The majority of the costs are often

related to owning and maintaining the car



…reduced driving thus having 

significantly lower rebound-potential

Ottelin et al., 2017





An interesting overall implication is that the non-

motorized might not have the smallest carbon footprints

Ottelin et al., 2017



How much carbon can we ”invest” in 

the development of the low-carbon 

urban structure?



Western vision of an ecocity

The only ecocity model we currently know



What to do then?

• Instead of just looking at GHG reductions from certain 
individual sectors, we should concentrate more on 
understanding the complex systemic interdependencies

• The aim should be at finding such time-use and monetary 
consumption activities which improve the state of the natural 
environment rather than deteriorate it 
– regenerative goods and services

• The rebound effect works the other way round as well 
– an investment in something reducing the emissions has a positive 

rebound in leading to reduction in harmful consumption elsewhere

• An example: carbon storaging construction materials, e.g. wood
– long-term storage, new sink capacity, continuous positive positive 

cycle, positive rebound
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